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Manage
• Controlling the flow and utilization of a resources
and/or limiting the negative consequences of
actions…relative to some desired outcome
• Examples of what you already manage
• Personal finances
• Children (ha…don’t we wish)
• Family trip or vacation

Why Manage Your Sugarbush?
• It’s an asset…it is the factory!!
• It can appreciate or depreciate
• Primary control of production
• Tree health
• Sap quality & quantity
• Efficiency

• Revenue potential (other than syrup)
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What is Sugarbush Management
• On-going process
• Requires your….
• Time
• Interest
• Money
• Energy

How much time do you spend on sugarbush
issues as compared to sap collection, boiling,
and marketing?

• Involves assistance with
• Technical issues
• Educational support
• Financial resources

October 2016

The Steps and Actions
for Healthy and Sustainable Sugarbushes
(more than an introduction to sugarbush management)
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red maple Acer rubrum

red maple Acer rubrum

Plates peel from top and bottom

sugar maple Acer saccharum

sugar maple Acer saccharum

Plates peel from sides
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Crown Class

1. Monitor Crown Health
Upper

• Crown = one tree
• Canopy = all trees
• Crown = foliage = sugar production

Lower

From Nyland, 1996. p. 355

Nice Sugar Maple Crowns
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Actions – Crown Monitoring

2. Assess Competition for Light Among Trees

1. Schedule regular walks in
your sugarbush: July 1,
September 15
2. Know your soil types

Competition for light
• Reduces crown vigor and live crown ratio
• Slows growth, less diameter growth
• Less new wood, less sap and less sugar

Poor soils = poor crowns

3. Differentiate crown class
4. Ribbon and photograph trees
of concern.
5. Look for patterns
•
•
•
•

Spatial (soils)
Activity (disturbance)
Tree age
Crown Class

Clues on Tree Competition
• Crown shape and
proximity

• Dead lower branches

Canopy openness has a
positive influence, above
and beyond its effect on
crown features.

Clues on Tree Competition
• Tree diameter growth

• Poor understory
development
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Crown Size, Sap Sugar, and Syrup Production
• Correlations are
weak
• In closed
sugarbushes,
crown diameter
best predictor of
SSC
• Live crown ratio
best predictor for
open trees.
• Sap flow (volume)
predicted by crown
size, maybe more
so than sap sugar
concentration.

Reduce Competition by Providing Sunlight

3 thinnings in 25 years
• 2” radial
• 4” diameter
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Thinning Response and Minimum Diameter
Growth Thresholds for 1” Offset

FTG = Free to Grow = 0

(1/18/2016)

Annual Diameter Growth (inches/year)

0.12

(drill 1.5” deep)

0.1

0.08

1

2

4

3

(drill 1.0” deep)
0.06

0.04

0.02

0

DBH 8" - 10"

DBH 10" - 14"

Uncut

DBH > 14"

20%

40%

FTG = 4 = Optimum Growth (dbh < 8”)

FTG = Free to Grow = 2 (dbh > 12”)

1

2

1

2

4

3

4

3
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Retain During Thinning
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Actions – Assessing Competition for Light

75% SM & 25% desired hdwds
High vigor and low risk
Single stem trees
Deep & wide crowns
Typically favor upper canopy
High sap-sugar concentration
(secondary)

• Prioritize areas with
good potential growth
(soils)
• Visually assess crown’s
competition for light
• State agency forester
• Management plan
• Harvest plan or thinning
plan
29

3. Monitor Tree Diameter Growth
Tree diameter growth
• Depends on sunlight and soils
• Increases with thinning (usually)
• Allows compliance with tapping guideline
assumptions
• Corresponds to crown diameter, live crown ratio,
sap volume, sugar concentration

Benefits of Good Tree Growth
• Improved tree health
• Faster tap hole closure
• Improved sap sugar
concentrations (?)
• Increased sap quantity (?)
• More resilient trees
• Easier to comply with tapping
guidelines
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Crown Class

Upper
The growth of
upper crown
class trees
responds 6x
to 8x faster
than do lower
crown class
trees.

Lower

Sq. feet basal area per tree per year

Sugar Maple Annual Basal Area Increment
Crown Class and # Sides Free to Grow
All Stand Size Classes and All Years
Avg. BAI =
0.012 sq ft

0.03
0.025
0.02

0

1

0.015

2

3

0.01

4

0.005
0
Lower Crown Class

Upper Crown Class

From Nyland, 1996. p. 355

7-Year Sap Sugar Response to Thinning Pole
Sugar Maple
Crown Class

50 % Cut 30 % Cut

Uncut

How many open tap holes when tapping?

Average

Dominant

2.9

2.7

2.6

2.8

Codominant

2.9

2.7

2.5

2.7

Intermediate

2.3

2.4

2.3

2.4

Average of
Crown Class

2.8

2.7

2.5

Don’t “straight-line”
tap

Original basal area 100 sq feet, 550 trees per acre, approximate dbh =
5.7”, 3 replicates. Larrson and Jaciw. 1967.
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Stain column
Up to 32 inches long

Vertical Staining –
“the no flow zone’

40 cm =
16 inches

1

Stain column
Up to 32 inches
long

40 cm = 16 inches
Insufficient
diameter growth

2016
DBH=12”
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1
2

1

2
3

2017

2026

DBH=12.125”

DBH=13.250”

1/8” diameter per year
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11
11

22

2

Use Pattern Tapping; Offset = “8”

1
20

3

2037

4”

DBH=14.625”
2”

10

11
12
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Apply Tapping Guidelines

Use Your Brain

• Know stem growth rate
• Use correct spile diameter
• Don’t tap stained wood
• Have a process
• Be conservative
• Tap efficiently
• Crown class
• Stem diameter

Actions – Improve Tree Diameter Growth

4. Look for Interfering Plants

Same as “competition for light”

Interfering plants
• Include native and non-native species
• Complicate access
• Inhibit regeneration
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Be alert for problem plants

Common Botanical Features
• ~ Shade tolerant, but respond
quickly to light
• Reproductive success
• Lots of seeds
• Seed bank
• Sprout (stump and root)

• Not palatable for deer
• Form dense stable
monocultures
• Inhibit regeneration of native
desirable species

Actions – Interfering plants
Be alert for problem plants
• “interfering” vs. “invasive”
• In needed, control. Know the desired outcome and
plan for the replacement.
• Use integrated vegetation management
• Identification of the problem
• Evaluate extent of problem
• Assess management options and all costs
• Plan for filling the ecological void

• Chemical vs. mechanical…it depends

1. Identify the cause.
2. Determine if action is
necessary
3. Prioritize locations
4. Assess abundance of desirable
species
5. Select control methods will be
effective, efficient, and
compatible with the owner’s
objectives.

52
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5. Consider Tree Age and Longevity

Thinning Creates “Extra” Light…Patches?

• Maximum age 300 – 400 years
• Production likely diminishes between 150 – 250
years
• Thinning may create patches with “extra” light
• Regenerate patches to rejuvenate the sugarbush for
the next producer

• Some plant will use
“extra” light
• Deer browsing will favor
species other than
maple

Group Selection

Deer browsing impacts

• Group selection
in areas without
maple or “poor”
maple.
• Group (i.e., patch)
diameter ½ tree
height
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Inexpensive Fence Options (Effective?)

Actions – Tree Age and Regeneration
• Assess sugarbush

• Tree age
• Maple quality
• Maple abundance
• Patches created through
thinning

• Monitor vegetation for
impacts of deer
• Control interfering
vegetation
• Construct low-cost
fencing

6. Livestock
• Livestock can be a problem
• Livestock can be an asset

Graze-Abused
Sugarbushes are
Insult to Injury

• Historically,
perimeter
fence and
continuous
grazing.
• Poor animal
performance
• Tree health
decline
• Ecosystem
services
decline
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If this is your anticipated outcome with livestock, don’t do it!

Silvopasture is to Continuous Grazing

Silvopasturing: “The sustainable production of
trees and livestock on the same land”

Deliberate, Patterned, Movement of Livestock

as prescribed fire is to wild fire
Control Has Been Lost

D. Walter, Univ. MO Center for Agroforestry

D. Moorhead, Univ. GA, www.bugwood.org
S. Katovich, USFS, www.bugwood.org
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A Quick Overview
of Silvopasture

7. Avoid Soil Ruts and Compaction

• Animals move
frequently, sometimes
daily.
• Numerous paddocks:
balance acres, forage,
and number of livestock.

Roads are a special consideration for maple
producers
• Necessary for access (buckets)
• Used during soft-ground season
• Root damage predisposes tree
• Negative synergy with expectation for annual
production

• Allocate space for bad
weather or winter
protection.
• Thin woodland for
sufficient light to ground
for forage.
• Arrange perimeter fence
and interior fence for
ease of animal use and
access to water.
• You can start small, a few
head of your favorite
livestock.

Optimize for Roads

Optimize for Roads

• Plan roads
• Minimize roads
• Straight as possible
• Dry as possible
• Grade 3 – 10%
• Keep water off roads

Benefits
• Reduce machinery
wear
• Increase seasonal
access
• Reduce root damage
• Reduce water quality
issues
• Facilitate alternative
uses

G. Graham

G. Graham
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Action – reducing ruts and compaction
• Inspect problem roads
during summer with
SWCD; get a plan
• Anticipate problem areas
and avoid them

8. Mixtures of Species
• Diverse sugarbushes will suffer less from stressors,
especially insects
• As a guide, attempt 75% maple and 25% other
hardwoods

• Use appropriate
equipment
• Build structures (e.g.,
corduroy) to stabilize soft
areas

Manipulated to maple monoculture

Natural maple monoculture
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Favor other species where maple doesn’t thrive

Say it with me…”it’s okay to cut a maple”

Actions – A Mixture of Species
•You intuitively know
what to cut (at least the
first entry)
•Thin young woods to
limit sugar maple borer
•Thin to remove
• Diseased trees
• Weak forks

Technical Assistance
• State forestry agency
• Write a plan
• List of foresters
• Example contracts

• Private foresters
• Soil & Water Conservation
District (SWCD)

•Retain other species
• On poor sites
• If exceptional future
timber value
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Educational Guidance
• Cornell Cooperative
Extension

• Cornell’s Maple Team
• CU maple camp
• Written materials
• Website
• Webinars
• Winter & Fall Workshops
• Demonstration areas
• Master Forest Owner
Volunteers

Peter Smallidge
Cornell Maple Program
pjs23@cornell.edu
This presentation, with additional
suggested resources in a blog at
www.CornellForestConnect.ning.com

• State Maple Producers
Assoc.
• State Forest Owners Assoc.
• Magazine
• Woodswalks
• www.nyfoa.org
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